Sequential screening by ClonePix FL and intracellular staining facilitate isolation of high producer cell lines for monoclonal antibody manufacturing.
Screening and characterization of cell lines for stable production are critical tasks in identifying suitable recombinant cell lines for the manufacture of protein therapeutics. To aid this essential function we have developed a methodology for the selection of antibody expressing cells using fluorescence based ClonePix FL colony isolation and flow cytometry analysis following intracellular staining for immunoglobulin G (IgG). Our data show that characterization of cells by flow cytometry early in the clone selection process enables the identification of cell lines with the potential for high productivity and helps to eliminate unstable cell lines. We further demonstrate a correlation between specific productivity (qP) and intracellular heavy chain (HC) content with final productivity. The unique combination of screening using ClonePix FL and the flow cytometry approaches facilitated more efficient isolation of clonal cell lines with high productivity within a 15week timeline and which can be applied across NS0 and CHO host platforms. Furthermore, in this study we describe the critical parameters for the ClonePix FL colony based selection and the associated calculations to provide an assessment of the probability of monoclonality of the resulting cell lines.